
    Wine List 
South Holland Centre 

 

Rosé Wine 

 

Orchard Boulevard Zinfandel 10.5% abv California 
Youthfully brilliant salmon pink hue with exceptional brilliance and clarity. On the nose layers of fresh fruit 
abound. Aromas of fresh strawberries, pomegranate and hints of floral undertones. The palate expresses 

bountiful fruits like strawberries, blueberry and cherries with good balance throughout.                              
Lasting acidity and hint of sweetness. 

 
 

White Wines 

 

Orchard Boulevard Sauvignon Blanc 12.5% abv California 
Brilliant lime green with an elegant golden hue conveying an impression of a crisp, fresh and youthful wine. 

Notes of  zesty key lime and lychee intertwined with kumquat and freshly cut dill aromas. The palate displays 
expressive fruit,accompanied by a mildly creamy middle palate that peaks with a crisp fresh zesty finish. 

 

Orange Street Chenin Blanc 12.5% abv South Africa 
A crisp, fresh wine with a combination of green apple, kiwi fruit and ripe fig aromas. The crisp acidity is well 

balanced by the ripe fruit flavours that all linger on the aftertaste. 
 

Olive Hills Pinot Grigio 12% abv Italy 
Pale straw colour with sparkling bright rim. Upfront floral nose reminiscent of rose petals with mineral           

undertones. On entry, it is the crisp lemon and pineapple flavours that burst on the tongue. Vibrant palate has 
good acidity and a light to medium body. Lemon and mineral notes linger on the aftertaste. 

 

Ocean Point Chardonnay 12.5% abv Australia 
Aromas of orange zest and ripe pears that lead to a round mouth-filling experience 

 
 

Red Wines 

 

Ocean Point Shiraz 14% abv Australia 
This wine is vibrant and fruity it has aromas of raspberry and spice. The taste is soft and supple 

with plenty of berry fruit flavours 
 

Orange Street Ruby Cabernet 13.5% abv South Africa 
A complex wine with abundant plum and prune flavours and undertones of blackberry and mint. 
The Ruby Cabernet forms the structure of the wine, while the Merlot adds softness on the palate. 

 

Orchard Boulevard Merlot 13.5% abv California 
Elegant deep garnet red with brilliant ruby notes. Rich black cherry aromas supported by notes of green olive 

and rhubarb. The palate displays a juicy range of fruit with some spicy undertones. A round middle palate 
with medium weight leads to a soft luscious finish with refined tannins. 

 
 

House Champagne or Cava 

 
 


